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RECORDING AND STORAGE OF AUDIO & DIGITAL 
In this age of digital recording, audio, video, and session file usage and storage have become 

major issues for studios and clients. Due to the unreliable nature of this digital world, "ABC 

Ultimate Studio" will not guarantee the safe use or storage of digital audio files. We strive to do 

our best with file manipulation and storage, but there are many things out of our control. For 

example, there are often "bugs" in operating systems and attendant software; hardware 

components that suddenly become defective in hard drive power supplies and IC boards; 

glitches in the operations of complex computer functions, etc., that cause from time-to-time 

losses in data. Although such losses are infrequent, "ABC Ultimate Studio" accepts no liability 

for the usage or storage of any data or files. 

 

DIGITAL FILE STORAGE 

It is advised for every client to provide for digital file storage backups. There are several ways to 

do this: 

1. 1. Purchase a dedicated drive that audio/video and session files may be stored on. 

2. 2. Bring your own clean studio compatible drive(s) to the session. 

3. 3. Purchase blank compact discs or DVDs from "ABC Ultimate Studio" for archiving any 

files that may have been originally stored/used on an in-house "ABC Ultimate Studio" 

drive. 

We strongly advise that you buy or provide a second drive for backing up all important files in 

the event the primary drive(s) in use should fail for any reason. This should be done throughout 

your studio session. This is like backing up any important data files in any business, typically on 

a daily or timed basis as many software programs automatically do, to hopefully be protected if 

anything were to happen to the primary storage or use of such data. 

Again, we strongly advise you to maintain a backup storage solution for all important files. "ABC 

Ultimate Studio" will not be responsible for any losses of data during use or during storage of 

any such files. "ABC Ultimate Studio" recommends you instruct the recording engineer to back-

up your data at close intervals throughout your session to your secondary back-up solution such 

as a second hard drive 

We advise you to then take your storage media/device(s) with you upon your departure from 

the studio session. "ABC Ultimate Studio" assumes no responsibility and makes no 

representations either express or implied regarding safety and replacement of any hard drives, 

master or other audio/video files, or any type of recordings left at the studio. Again, we 
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encourage you to take your file storage media/device(s) home with you as we do not warrant 

or guarantee the safety or functionality of such storage devices. 

 

FILE TRANSFER TIME 
File transfer time is billable at set transfer rates. (HINT: Bring a fast drive.) You are advised to 

provide or buy a hard drive or other storage media/device and instruct us to transfer your files 

to it if such files were created temporarily on "ABC Ultimate Studio" in-house hard drive. Please 

do not leave your storage device at "ABC Ultimate Studio" as we do not guarantee its safety. 

 

RATES 

Please check here block and Add-on rates or call us at 1-954-900-3957 or contact us here for 

current block rates and charges. Block Rates are set on a per hour basis for all audio and video 

services. Our rates are reasonably affordable to work within most client’s budget. as of 

03/23/2022. 

 

STUDIO SETUP POLICIES 

"ABC Ultimate Studio" policy for sessions and studio time is as follows: 

1. A) - Sessions start at the scheduled studio time. 

2. B) - Sessions generally end at the scheduled time. 

Please send any files that are needed for your session BEFORE your scheduled session. OR... 

bring a USB storage device with your files on it. If you are bringing any equipment to the studio, 

please make sure we are informed of this when booking your session. The engineer may also be 

placing microphones, setting up headphone stations, setting up the session file/s (if we have 

not been previously informed). 

 

PAYMENT TYPES 

Credit/Debit Card and PayPal are accepted at this time (03-23-2022) via our online bookings. 

Should you have any issues, please let us know. 

 

Rates, policies, and equipment may change without displayed, written or verbal notice. 
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Thank you 

ABC Ultimate Studio Management 

Effective as of 03/23/2022 
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